Gibson wiring kit

Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time to complete your order. Thank
you for your understanding. This is a very high-level overview of this topic. Different Tone Caps,
Pickups, body woods, playing styles, etc. What is it? Is Modern Wiring better? It involves how
the tone cap is wired into the guitar. There are many ways to wire a Tone Cap, but, without
getting too technical, the way the tone cap connects between your pots actually changes how
your Volume Pots and Tone Pots interact with each other. There are subtle differences between
the two that might actually suit your playing style better. It depends! If you play a softer-style of
music, you might like the rolled off high frequencies provided by the Modern Wiring. With such
an easy modification to make, we urge you to experiment. See what works best for you, your
guitar, and your playing style! That will work just fine. That said, the Volume Kit Treble Bleed
does make the entire guitar a touch brighter. I am shopping for a P90 with published resistance
values in ohms. Gibson P90s are 9ohms, others are 8 or less. Is your P90 9ohms? What are your
values for the over and under wound versions you offer as well? Hey Tim, our Stock P90 Set
reads 7. Is there a way to make the tone pot more gradual and even? It sounds like you have a
Linear Pot as your tone pot. I would recommend changing to an Audio Taper pot as the effect is
more gradual than a Linear Pot. I hope that helps! Thanks in advance! This works fine for single
coil guitars like a Strat or a Tele. Easily explained, without being a technician I got the difference
between 50 and modern wiring. Keep going on. I really like the article, and found it very
educating. It explains a lot regardig how this simple modification can provide options for
someone not liking how their current wiring. Tyler, thanks for the article on 50s wiring vs
modern wiring! Is there any difference between them when backing off the volume to clean up
the signal from a gain pedal overdrive, fuzz, or distortion pedal? Thanks again! Your email
address will not be published. Previous Next. Modern Wiring â€” What Gives? Some high-gain
situations can yield an overly bright tone. A smoother tone in general, which some players like.
Cons: Turning down the Volume Pot will send some high frequencies to ground, darkening your
tone. Tone-Talk, Ep. Hey Dario, Sure! Hey Jake, It sounds like you have a Linear Pot as your
tone pot. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Guitar
Aficionado is supported by readers. HSS stands for humbucker bridge , single coil middle ,
single coil neck , meaning this kit is for guitars with that specific configuration. Buyers said this
kit worked well in Kramer guitars as well as Fender Stratocasters. They liked the quality as well
as easy installation. This one was made specifically as replacement writing for Gibson SG style
guitars. The kit comes with four G series CTS K pots , one Switchcraft three-way right-angle
toggle, two blue paper oil tone capacitors, and one pure tone output jack. Some of our readers
are sure to have active pickups, and if that is the case, this could be just the thing. Here we have
the EMG solderless writing kit , which comes with two volume pots, two tone pots, 12b output
jack with battery clip, output cable, four interconnect cables, and three pickup cables. The kit
comes with a standard five-way switch. In case you missed that, this turns your standard
five-way guitar into a seven-way, giving you two additional pickup configurations. Although
they were in the minority, some users had issues with quality control. If you end up with
defective kit, always send it back for replacement. This D Custom pre-wired harness is for Les
Paul style guitars. This harness comes with Orange Drop capacitors, which claim to give your
guitar a vintage style tone, combined with the reduced treble cut. Included are four D custom G
series K long shaft pots, two 0. Also included are all the hardware you need to get set up, and a
professional wiring diagram. The ToneShaper kit should work for U. It comes with a k volume
pot for the bridge, and k for positions two through give. You also get a professional wiring
diagram. The tone control is for bridge pickup use only. Users said the wiring kit was well made
and exactly as expected. They loved the wiring diagram as well. Included are OEM component
brands, along with all the necessary hardware and professional wiring diagram. The kit comes
with 0. The ToneShaper SSS2 guitar wiring kit is much like the one already introduced, except
that it has modern wiring configuration. That means the tone control works like an American
series Strat. Users said the kit was high quality and some even said it proved a massive
upgrade for their axe. Custom parts include 0. Reviewers loved the sound and quality of this
wiring kit, and some loved the four-way blade switch as well. One user noted the switch stopped
working after about a month. The Qfauto guitar circuit wiring harness comes with two volume
pots, two tone control pots AK and BK and one toggle switch. This kit also comes with a wiring
diagram. The prewired kit should prove easy to install. The kit comes with one volume, one
tone, one jack, and three-way switch. As you would expect from this configuration, the pots are
K. The Vbestlife prewired guitar wiring harness comes with a three-way chrome box toggle
switch, and K pots for two humbuckers. Basically, you just need to match the specs of the
wiring harness to the specs of your guitar. You may have noticed that some of the wiring kits
come with additional pickup configurations, or split coil functionality. To be fair, there are only
so many pickup configurations out there, which is generally what wiring kits are catering to. To

that end, most manufacturers offer some guidance by noting which guitar types their wiring is
intended for. Do your homework before diving into a purchase. Guitar wiring kits are
inexpensive and can offer a significant upgrade to your stock guitar wiring. With all the tips
offered here, you should be able to find the exact wiring kit you need for your next upgrade.
Table of Contents. Be sure your control knobs will fit: CTS pots in these kits have fine-knurled
spline split shafts. Coarse-knurled knobs for imported Alpha pots won't fit. Need knobs? Check
here. The only issue I ran into was the 3-way switch was too long for the guitar body, but
customer service resolved that easily. Great Quality! Fast Delivery! Bought for a project About
to begin , not yet used! I have the push pull pots. The wiring diagram has you putting the push
pulls in the tone pots. Tried to find info on the push pulls. Hard to find. If your looking at the pot
in front of you, the 3 lugs facing you and the 2 ears on top, the top lug on the right is your
ground. The left is a "common" connection as far as I can explain. Middle is your out to your
switch. I still dont know if that ear is actually grounded, so I grounded mine with wire to the
outer body. Depending on which style of wiring you do, your capacitor you need to look up
which way you need to solder. The switch was way too long, had to get a short one. I also
ordered more grounded wire. They give you just enough. If you split the one wire in three even
lengths, it will be too short for the ground wire. Ask me how I know. I had no problems with the
kit. The pups went in with no problem, the pots have a smooth and solid feel. I am very satisfied.
I only wish you guys would use fedx ground for your shipping. Couldn't use the ling switchcraft
switch. Definitely comes with enough wire. I didnt use it all as I kept most of the original wire.
But man that braided shielded wire looks like it will stand up to anything. Hope i can use it in
other guitar mods. I did have to squeeze the pot shafts a little to fit my fine spline knobs. I was
scared that i might crack them if i just pushed them on. Great quality set that for sure. I'm not
sure if the kit comes with a short shaft version in gold. I ordered it anyway. Every feels great
and no more grit on my tone pots. This is one upgrade you should think about for either a kit
guitar or refurbishing one. Some trial and error on my part but worked out well. This wiring kit
worked out perfectly for rewire job. Highly recommended. Great product, excellent price! We
Ship Worldwide! Close Overlay. In stock, ready to ship! Add to Cart Save to Wishlist. Premium
Wiring Kits feature premium components like Switchcraft toggle switch and jack CTS
potentiometers Orange Drop capacitors Push-back wire Be sure your control knobs will fit: CTS
pots in these kits have fine-knurled spline split shafts. Write a review 4. Feedback Comments.
Our mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback below
Your Name. Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Switchcraft output jack. Switch knob
amber. Switchcraft 3-way toggle switch: choose chrome or gold. Threaded portion. Required
mounting hole dia. Required body cavity depth. CTS K-ohm control pots. Shaft diameter.
Threaded portion, long shaft. Required mounting hole diameter. Braided-shield push-back
guitar circuit wire, 22AWG inner conductor. Non-shielded push-back guitar circuit wire, 22AWG
white. Non-shielded push-back guitar circuit wire, 22AWG black. Wiring diagram. I recently
purchased a Maestro SG. I converted it to a 2 pickup guitar and installed Seymour Duncan
pearly gates as my choice. Have it all installed but still need to do some more modifications.
The pickups work and so does the switch. Very happy with the items. I have a 's Old Krafstmen
hollow body electric. I bought this kit to rewire it. Good quality components and good price.
This kit delivered and everything worked on first attempt. Note: If you are installing this kit on a
similar guitar, you may have to sand the hole for the input jack a bit before mounting it.
Stew-Mac has it all. Plus great advise and tips. Love the catalog. Could spend a fortune!
Fantastic kit. It took a bit of sanding the port for the jack, but it dropped right into my Epiphone
G I liked my guitar before, but now I love it. The difference is night and day. The components
were good, vastly better than the Epiphone stuff, but you can get better which is why I'm giving
this 4 stars instead of 5. I'm SUPER happy with what I got and it's value, but with some really
great and esoteric stuff out there that 5 stars needs to stay reserved for now. The instructions
were very good. If you haven't done this before I hadn't , I would recommend looking at a few
other sets of instructions to fully understand what you're doing before you start. S-D has a
fantastic diagram, and there are some great resources on the Les Paul forums. Used this kit to
restore an old SG Custom. Fairly impressed with the components, however, there is defiantly
room for improvement. The switch seems a touch flimsy, however, for the cost its a worthwhile
trade. Great wiring kit for the price. Nice quality cable and the Switchcraft jack socket is a real
bonus. The pots and switch are a little on the cheap side and some other cap options would be
nice. But on the whole really good value for money. This kit had everything I needed to rewire
my Tele
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Deluxe, save for one small issue - not enough wire. I'm sure on an SG that isn't a problem at all
as the selector switch is near the rest of the pots. Good kit though. We Ship Worldwide! In
stock, ready to ship! Add to Cart Save to Wishlist. Features two volume and two tone controls,
plus a right-angle pickup toggle switch. Easy-to-follow wiring diagram included. Write a review
4. Feedback Comments. Our mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please
leave your feedback below Your Name. Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Switchcraft
long-thread output jack. Knobs black and cream. Right-angle 3-way switch:. Switch length.
Threaded portion. Required mounting hole dia. Required body cavity depth. Shaft diameter.
Required mounting hole diameter. Flat washer, lock washer and two mounting nuts included.
Non-shielded guitar circuit wire, 22AWG white. Non-shielded guitar circuit wire, 22AWG black.
Shielded guitar circuit wire, 26AWG inner conductor, black. Wiring diagram.

